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1. Installing Servotion solution 

1.1. Install Servotion prerequisites 

Servotion has an important prerequisite app, called MobileNAV, which you need to install and 

configure before you start installation of Servotion app. Please find and follow the installation 

guide of MobileNAV. Once you have completed the installation and setup of MobileNAV, you can 

resume the installation guide of Servotion. 

1.2. Install Servotion extension 

You can install Servotion extension in the following ways: 

• Install from Extension Marketplace (only in Business Central SaaS) 

• Install extension with PowerShell (only in Business Central on-prem) 

1.2.1. INSTALL FROM EXTENSION MARKETPLACE (ONLY IN BUSINESS 

CENTRAL SAAS) 

In this step you will install the Servotion extension from the Dynamics 365 Business Central 

AppSource as follows: 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Extensions 

 

 

3. Press Manage, and select Extension Marketplace 
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4. Search for Servotion, and press Free Trial 

5. Fill out the form with your contact details, and press Continue 

 

6. Choose Language and press Install 

-  

 

7. A message will appear stating that the extension installation is in progress. Press OK 

-  

-  
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8. Go back to Extensions, and select Deployment Status 

 

9. Wait until the status of Servotion extension will be Completed 

 

 

1.2.2. INSTALL EXTENSION WITH POWERSHELL (ONLY IN BUSINESS 

CENTRAL ON-PREM) 

In this step you will install the Servotion extension with PowerShell into the Dynamics 365 

Business Central as follows: 

1. Log in to the server computer which has Dynamics 365 Business Central installed with 

an account which has proper rights for installing extension packages 

2. Copy the Servotion AL package (.app file) and the provided PowerShell script (Install-

Uninstall-Upgrade-Servotion.ps1) to server computer 

3. Run the PowerShell script (right click on the .ps1 file, and select Run with PowerShell) 

 

4. Enter “i”, and press “Enter” 

5. Enter the version you are about to install (the end of the .app file name) 

6. Press “Enter” to start the installation, and wait until it finishes 
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1.3. Set up Servotion with Assisted Setup  

You can set up Servotion with an Assisted Setup, which drives you thru the necessary steps, or 

you can execute the necessary steps individually. 

In this step you will execute the Assisted Setup for Servotion. 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Assisted Setup 

-  

-  

-   

3. Select the “Set up Servotion” Assisted Setup  

 

4. Welcome screen: Press Next 

-  
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5. Servotion General Setup: in this step the General Setup of Servotion will be initialized 

automatically with default values, but if you wish you can press General Setup to 

review or modify the general settings of Servotion. 

 

6. Servotion License Setup: in this step you can assign licenses to the service technicians. 

If you set “Licensed for Servotion” for a certain resource, then an license check will be 

initiated, and your Servotion License will be checked on the License Server side. If you 

face any problems with the license check, please contact the Servotion Sales team to 

create a trial license for you. 

-  
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7. Servotion specific configuration for MobileNAV: in this step you can import the 

Servotion specific base configuration of MobileNAV. Press Import MobileNAV 

Configuration and decide whether you want to import the Base Configuration of 

Servotion, or you would like to import a customized Servotion Configuration XML. In 

the second case, you need to browse the custom configuration XML file, and then the 

import will be started. 
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8. Bing Map or Google Map API Key: in this step you can configure a Bing Map or Google 

Map API key. Servotion provides map controls inside Business Central to check and 

correct the customer address, but the map key is also used when retrieving GPS 

coordinates for the different addresses, or when the system is calculating the travel 

time between two addresses.  
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a. If you prefer Bing Maps, see Getting a Bing Maps Key for detailed instructions.  

b. If you prefer Google Maps, see Get API Key for Geocoding API for detailed 

instructions, 

 

 

-  

9. Travel Repair Status Code: in this step you can configure the Repair Status Code for 

Travel. Servotion solution can handle a travel status, which the technician can press, 

when he starts to travel to the address. In such a case, the Resource Allocation will be 

adjusted with the calculated travel time, furthermore the back-office is aware about 

what is happening in the field. 

 

 

 

10. Setup Customer Portal: in this step you can setup the Customer Portal user, if you also 

want to connect to MobileNAV Customer Portal. If you are not willing to setup 

MobileNAV Customer Portal, then you can simply skip this step. You need to choose an 

already existing MobileNAV User. See MobileNAV documentation, how to create a 

MobileNAV User. If you select a user, then the Assisted Setup will assign special 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff428642.aspx
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/get-api-key
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MobileNAV Profiles for the selected user. With Enable E-Bill you can display the Service 

Invoices on the Customer Portal. If you press Symptom Code, then you can setup a 

customer friendly symptom codes. These symptom codes can be specified by the 

customers on the Customer Portal, but the back-office and the technician will also see 

it, and it can help in categorizing service ticket. 

 

 

11. Servotion Workshift Management: in this step you can enable the Servotion Workshift 

Management, which is something like an automated time logging feature. The 

technicians worktime can be fully tracked with this feature, furthermore it also allows 

to pause the actual service task, and resume later on (because the technician is having 

a break, or have to go out for spare parts, etc.). The final time calculation of the service 

task can be based on Servotion Workshift entries. If you enable this feature, then you 
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need to define Workshift Event Types, which are basically different activity types the 

technician can do. 

 

 

12. Servotion Questionnaire: in this step you can set up the Servotion Questionnaires. This 

feature allows you to define questions, which can be filled out by the technician during 

the service. It can be used to store certain measured values, or to measure customer 

satisfaction, etc.. Pressing the Question Groups you can define question groups, 

questions with type, etc.. Pressing the Questionnaire Options you can create predefined 

option values the user will be able to choose from when answering an option type 

question. Pressing the Questionnaire Import you can import an already exported 

questionnaire (from another system for example). 

-  
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13. Automatic Resource Allocation: in this step you can setup the Automatic Resource 

Allocation module. The Execution Mode can be “Calculate Only” or “Calculate and 

Allocate”. The Scheduling Period is a date formula, and it defines how many day in 

advance you are willing to run the scheduling, like one week -> 1W. Via enabling the 

Activate Background Scheduling you can enable the background job queue which will 

run periodically, and re-plan the schedule. In order to completely setup the Automatic 

Resource Allocation, you need to 

a. extend the Work Hour Templates with the new Start time which needs to be 

setup per day 

b. Get GPS Coordinates for Locations, Customer and Ship-to Addresses, etc. 

c. update the Resource Capacity for the technicians, so not only the daily work 

hours are available, but the day start time is also set 
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14. Finish: you have completed the Assisted Setup of Servotion, so you can press Finish. 
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1.4. Set up Servotion “manually” 

You can set up Servotion with an Assisted Setup, which drives you thru the necessary steps, or 

you can execute the necessary steps individually. 

These steps are the following: 

• Review Servotion General Setup 

• License technicians for Servotion 

• Import Servotion specific MobileNAV Configuration 

• Setup Map API Key 

• Setup Travel Repair Status 

• Setup Customer Portal 

• Setup Workshift Management 

• Setup Questionnaire 

• Setup Automatic Resource Allocation 

• Setup technicians as MobileNAV users 

1.4.1. REVIEW SERVOTION GENERAL SETUP 

In this step you will open the Servotion General Setup. The Servotion General Setup is being 

initialized with default values, but it makes sense to review the settings. 

To open the Servotion General Setup, do the following: 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Servotion Administration 

 

-  

-  
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3. Find and press “General Setup” tile in Setup section. If you open it for the first time, then 

an automated upgrade process will start, which initializes the Servotion solution with 

default values. 

 

 

1.4.2. LICENSE TECHNICIANS FOR SERVOTION 

In this step you will setup the Servotion Licenses. Servotion licensing is based on the service 

technicians in the system, so you need to specify which Resources are the service technicians 

in the system. 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Servotion Administration 
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3. Find and press “License Setup” in the Setup section 

 

 

4. Press “Edit List” to edit the list of Resources and set the “Licenses for Servotion” to 

“Yes” for the service technicians in your system 

 

 

5. When you set a Resource to “Licensed for Servotion” -> “Yes”, then an online license 

check will be initiated. If the license check is successful, then the value will be 

persisted. Otherwise, you will get an error message about the license check problem 

detail. 

6. Once you specified all Resources, you can close the page. A final license check will be 

initiated at this point as well, which the summary of the result. 

 

-  
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1.4.3. IMPORT SERVOTION SPECIFIC MOBILENAV CONFIGURATION 

In this step you will import the Servotion specific MobileNAV Configuration. You can import a 

custom configuration, which has been customized and exported in another environment (like 

dev or test system), or you can import the base configuration of Servotion. Important to note, 

that when you have both MobileNAV and Servotion app is installed, then the base configuration 

of MobileNAV will be replaced with the base configuration of Servotion, so you basically need to 

import the MobileNAV base configuration (which is replaced with Servotion base configuration). 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search MobileNAV Administration 

 

 

 

3. Select “Configuration” -> “Configuration Handling” 
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4. Select whether you want to import the base configuration, or you want to import a 

custom configuration 

 

5. In case you have selected importing custom configuration, then you need to browse 

the configuration XML file 

 

 

6. The import of MobileNAV configuration will start 

 

 

7. Wait until the import finishes  

 

1.4.4. SETUP MAP API KEY 

In this step you in this step you can configure a Bing Map or Google Map API key. Servotion 

provides map controls inside Business Central to check and correct the customer address, but 

the map key is also used when retrieving GPS coordinates for the different addresses, or when 

the system is calculating the travel time between two addresses.  

a. If you prefer Bing Maps, see Getting a Bing Maps Key for detailed instructions.  

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff428642.aspx
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b. If you prefer Google Maps, see Get API Key for Geocoding API for detailed 

instructions, 

To setup the map API keys, do the following: 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Servotion Administration 

 

 

 

 

3. Find and press “General Setup” tile in Setup section. 

  

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/get-api-key
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4. Press Edit and find the Map Integration fast-tab. 

 

5. If you prefer to use Bing Maps, then you can paste the generated Bing Maps API Key 

into “Bing Maps API Key” field, and select “Bing” for “Default Distance Calculation” and 

for “Default Geocoding Service” 

 

6. If you prefer to use Google Maps, then you can paste the generated Google Maps API 

Key into “Google Maps API Key” field, and select “Google” for “Default Distance 

Calculation” and for “Default Geocoding Service” 
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1.4.5. SETUP TRAVEL REPAIR STATUS 

In this step you in this step you will setup a special Repair Status Code for indicating that the 

technician has started to travel to the customer’s address: 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Repair Status Setup 

 

3. Create a Repair Status record where the Travel is set to TRUE. 

 

 

1.4.6. SETUP CUSTOMER PORTAL 

To setup the MobileNAV Customer Portal please read the “MobileNAV Customer Portal - 

Installation Guide” document. That drives you thru the installation process for the Customer 

Portal. The Servotion specific part of the Customer Portal setup is to create a MobileNAV User 

with a special profile which is designed for Customer Portal. 

To setup the Customer Portal user, do the following: 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 
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2. Press ALT + Q for quick search MobileNAV Administration 

3. Select “Users” 

 

4. Press “New” 
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5. Select the already existing Dynamics 365 Business Central user for User ID column 

 

6. Press the Profiles button on the action bar. 

7. There are two Customer Portal related predefined profiles:  

a. PORTAL_SERV: this profile contains service related configuration, like “New 

Case”, “My Service Cases”, “My Service Items” or “Archive Service Cases”. 

b. PORTAL_EBILL: this profile contains e-billing related configuration, like “Payable 

Invoices”, “My Account” or “Archive Invoices”. 

8. Assign at least the PORTAL_SERV profile to the MobileNAV user. 

 

9. Press the No. Series button on the action bar 

10. Here you can assign a No. Series for the customer portal created service cases 

11. Select the assisted edit on the Field Name column 

12. Select SNPNewCaseCard page with Case_No field 
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13. Setup a No. Series Code for the page 

-  

14. Set the Background Synchronization to On 

15. Set the Login Mode to Offline 

 

 

16. You can use this new user in the Customer Portal setup, when you specify the login 

parameters from the Customer Portal. 

 

1.4.7. SETUP WORKSHIFT MANAGEMENT 

In this step you in this step you can setup the Workshift Management feature of Servotion. This 

feature allows the user to administer his daily work conveniently via choosing between different 

Workshift Event Types, like working on a service task, or having lunch, or refuel the car, or go out 

for missing parts. 

To enable Workshift Management, do the following: 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Servotion Administration 

 

-   
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-  

3. Find and press “General Setup” tile in Setup section. 

 

4. Press Edit and find the Worktime Management fast-tab. 

  

5. Enable the Enable Worktime Management boolean 

6. With the Service Time Rounding you can specify the rounding of registered time. 
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7. In order to display the Workshift Management related configuration piece in 

MobileNAV, you need to assign the WORKTIME ONLINE or WORKTIME OFFLINE profile 

in MobileNAV User Setup 

 

 

-  

8. Press ALT + Q for quick search Servotion Administration 

-  
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9. Find and press “Workshift Event Types” tile in Setup section. 

 

10. Review the different Workshift Event Types. You can delete the existing ones, and 

create your own ones as well. Make sure that there will be exactly one event type which 

is Workshift Start, exactly one which is Workshift Finish, exactly one which is Travel, 

exactly one which is Work. Make sure that you assign Translation to each event type, 

otherwise the user will get weird error messages when using My Workshift in 

MobileNAV application.  

a. You can decide whether a certain event type is Pausable meaning that it can be 

pause by another event, and when that is finished this event should restart 

automatically. 

b. You can decide whether a certain event type counts as Worktime meaning that 

it will be calculated into the working time of the technician. 

c. You can decide whether a certain event type counts as Billable meaning that it 

will be calculated into the total time spent on the service task, when the 

technician will press the Calculate Time before finishing the service task. 

d. You can decide the Order of the event types, in which order the buttons should 

appear for the technician in MobileNAV My Workshift screen. 
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1.4.8. SETUP QUESTIONNAIRE 

In this step you in this step you can setup the Servotion questionnaire feature. This feature 

allows you to define questions, which can be filled out by the technician during the service. It 

can be used to store certain measured values, or to measure customer satisfaction, etc.. 

To enable Workshift Management, do the following: 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Servotion Administration 

-  

 

 

 

3. Find and press “General Setup” tile in Setup section. 
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4. Press Edit and find the Number Series fast-tab. 

 

 

 

5. Select or create Number Series for the questions and for the answers given to the 

questions. 
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6. Close the Servotion General Setup 

7. Find the Questionnaire tile group on Servotion Administration 

-  

8. Press the Questionnaire Options tile on Servotion Administration screen 

-  

 

 

9. Here you can create different predefined option values, if you want to later on create 

question with type option. Create the following options: YES, NO, BLACK, GREEN, RED, 

YELLOW. 
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10. Close the Servotion Questionnaire Options 

11. Press the Question Groups tile on Servotion Administration screen 

 

 
 

12. Here you can create a question group for a questionnaire. You can have multiple 

question groups. You can create separate question groups for different type of 

questionnaires. One question group can be used for technicians during filling out the 

service item worksheet and provide extra details about the service, one other question 

group can be used to measure the customer satisfaction, etc.  

13. Let’s create a new question group with code TEST and with description “Test 

questionnaire”. Set the Target Platform to MobileNAV. 

 
 

14. Press the Questions action button 

 

 
 

15. Here you can create the different questions for a certain question group 
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16. Press New 

17. Enter “Option question” into Description 

18. Set Option as Data Type 

19. Check the Mandatory field (so this question will be a mandatory one) 

20. Check the Enabled field to enable this question 

 

 

 
 

21. In the Servotion Question Condition fast-tab you can specify under which conditions 

should a certain question to be displayed for the user. The condition target field can be: 

a. Service Item Group: of the Service Item associated with the Service Task 

b. Item: Item No. of Service Item associated with the Service Task 

c. Item Category: Item Category of the Item of the Service Item associated with 

the Service Task 

d. Service Item: of the Service Task 

e. Service Order Type: of the Service Order of the Service Task 

f. Customer: of the Service Task 

g. Customer Posting Group: of the Customer of the Service Task 

h. Contact Business Relation: of the Contact of the Service Task 

22. Find the Servotion Question Options fast-tab. Here you can add predefined question 

options to this question 

 

 
 

23. Click into the first empty line, and select the already created YES option 
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24. Click into the next empty line, and select the already created NO option 

 

 
 

25. In the Colors fast-tab, you can define the caption and background color of the question. 

By default, it will use MobileNAV General Setup color settings. 

 
26. Close the Servotion Question Card 

27. Press New on Servotion Question List again 

28. Enter “Free text question” into Description 

29. Check the Enabled field to enable this question 

 

 
-  
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30. In the Answer Conditions field you can configure dependence from another answer to 

a question. Like this question should only appear, if the answer was “Yes” to a previous 

question. 

31. Click on the Answer Conditions value (“0” by default)  

 

 
32. Press New 

33. Select the previously created “Option question” as Parent Question No. 

34. Leave the Condition Comparison Type on “=” 

35. Enter YES into Condition Value 

 

 
 

36. Close the Servotion Answer Conditions page 

37. Close the Servotion Question Card page 

38. Now you have a simple questionnaire with two questions. The first is mandatory and 

an option with yes or no. The second free text question will only appear, if the answer 

to the first was “YES”. 

 
 

 

1.4.9. SETUP AUTOMATIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

In this step you in this step you can setup the Automatic Resource Allocation module of 

Servotion. Automatic Resource Allocation module can help you in automatic allocation of 

Service Tasks in the system. It calculates the best schedule based on the available service 

technicians, their positions, their skills, based on the importance, length, response time of the 

service task, and many other parameters. In Servotion we call these as “Factors”.  
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In order to setup the Automatic Resource Allocation you need to extend the Work Hour 

Templates with daily Start Time, since it is not enough to know how many hours a technician is 

having per day, we need to know when he starts his day. After extending the Work Hour 

Templates, we need to update the technicians’ Resource Capacity. Furthermore, the GPS 

coordinates of Locations, Ship-to Addresses, Resources, etc. since the module should be able 

to calculate the distance needs to be travelled between addresses.  

To setup Automatic Resource Allocation you need to do the following: 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Servotion Administration 

-  
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3. Find and press “General Setup” tile in Setup section. 

 

4. Press Edit and find the Background Scheduling fast-tab. 

 

 
 

5. Enter “1W” into Scheduling Period. This means that the automation will calculate one 

week in advance. 

6. Select the Execution Mode you want. It can be Calculate Only, which just calculates the 

schedule, but does not apply it, or Calculate and Allocate which calculates the schedule 

and also modifies the Resource Allocations according to the calculation result. 

 

 
 

7. Check the Activate Background Scheduling to create a Job Queue Entry which 

automatically runs the Automatic Resource Allocation job. 
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8. In the E-Mail section you can setup the automatic email sending after a scheduling 

task has been executed in the background. You can send emails to dispatchers, to 

admins, you can select whether it should only send email in case of an error, or in case 

of allocation modification as well. 

9. Close the Servotion General Setup 

10. Press the Work Hour Templates tile on the Servotion General Setup in the Automatic 

Resource Allocation tile group. 

 

 
 

11. Extend the existing Work Hour Templates with daily Start times 

 

 

 

12. Close the Work-Hour Templates page 

13. Find and press the Auto. Resource Alloc. action group in the menu, and press the 

Resource Capacity action button 
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14. Press the Planning -> Set Capacity button to modify the capacity of a certain technician 

15. Use the extended Work Hour Templates and specify the date range for the capacity 

update 

 

 
 

16. Press Update Capacity 

17. You need to repeat that for all technicians. 
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18. Close the Resource Capacity page 

19. Find and press the GPS -> Get GPS Coordinates action in the menu 

 

 
 

 
 

20. Press Ok to start to retrieve the GPS coordinates for the different record types. 

21. Now you can press the Calculate Schedule manually, or wait until the Job Queue runs 

the background scheduling job. 
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1.4.10. SETUP TECHNICIANS AS MOBILENAV USERS 

In this step you set up technicians as MobileNAV users, so they can utilize the mobile application 

for filling out the service item worksheet. 

1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search MobileNAV Administration 

3. Select users  
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4. Press “New” 

5. Select the already existing Dynamics 365 Business Central user for User ID column 

6. Select at least one profile for the user.  

Servotion base configuration contains thermatic profiles separately for sales, service, 

warehouse, purchase, production, project, marketing and finance. For each profile, we have 

created an “online” and an”offline” version. The online version does not cache or download 

offline data (only certain lookup pages), so if the device loses the connection, then you cannot 

work. The “offline” version does download most of the offline data, but you need to optimize 
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and filter the offline pages if necessary, otherwise he client app would download too much 

data. 

 

For service technicians we advise to use SERVICE ONLINE or SERVICE OFFLINE profile. 

7. Fill out those columns which makes sense for the type of user you have selected 

a. Salesperson Code: for sales and marketing users 

b. Service Resource Filter: for field service users 

c. Location Code: for warehouse users 

d. GPS Tracking Enabled: for users whose GPS position should be reported to the 

server 

e. Movement Worksheet Name and Movement Journal Name: for warehouse 

users who are willing to use Ad-hoc Movement 

f. Job Journal Template and Job Journal Batch: for project users 

8. Turn On or Off the Background Synchronization of MobileNAV for the user, or leave it 

on “By Client”, the mobile user can device it 

9. Select Login Mode for the user: 

g. By Client: the user can decide 

h. Online: the user will be forced to log into online mode always 

i. Offline: the user will be forced to log in offline mode always 

j. Online/Offline: the user can use both online and offline mode via using the Go 

Online or Go Offline in MobileNAV 
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k. Auto Online/Offline: the user will be forced to use Auto Online-Offline mode, he 

cannot change these settings on his device. 

l. Strict Auto Online/Offline: the user will be forced to use Auto Online-Offline 

mode in strict mode, he cannot change these settings on his device. Strict 

mode means, that if the user has pending offline changes, which are not 

uploaded yet, then he is not allowed to execute any online feature. 

10. If you have selected Online or Auto Online/Offline as Login Mode, then you can also 

select Connection Status Monitoring Interval, which specifies how frequently should 

the MobileNAV app check the connection to the server, or you can leave it as “By 

Client”, so the user can set the value on the device. 

 

11. Press Generate User Specific Config. to generate the user specific MobileNAV 

configuration for the user 

 

 

 

12. Press Generate Login Conf. to generate a special XML file for MobileNAV app, which 

you can use for sending connection details to the Servotion mobile user. See “Generate 

Login Configuration XML for MobileNAV client (optional)” in MobileNAV installation 

guide for details. 

-  

2. Uninstalling Servotion extension 
In order to successfully remove the Servotion extension, you need to do the following: 
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1. Launch Dynamics 365 Business Central SaaS, and log in with your account 

2. Press ALT + Q for quick search Extensions 

 

 

3. Search for Servotion, and press the “…” on the top right corner of Servotion extension 

           
 

4. Select Uninstall to uninstall the Servotion extension 

-  

5. Press Uninstall on the Extension Uninstallation window  

3. Backup and Restore 
Servotion does not have any external configuration file or data, so the standard Dynamics 365 

Business Central backup and restore is enough. 
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4. Hardware requirements 
Since Servotion does not have any separate server-side component, and it is just a light-weight 

Add-on of Dynamics 365 Business Central, its hardware requirements match with the hardware 

requirement of the Dynamics 365 Business Central product.  
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